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ABSTRACT 

Breast cancer is the most common cancer in American women, and is the second most deadly. Current guidance approaches 
for breast cancer surgery provide distance to a seed implanted near the tumor centroid. Large deformations between 
preoperative imaging and surgical presentation, coupled with the lack of tumor extent information leads to difficulty in 
ensuring complete tumor resection. Here we propose a novel image guidance platform that utilizes character-based 
fiducials for easy detection and small fiducial points for precise and accurate localization. Our system is work-flow 
friendly, and near-real time with use of stereo cameras for surface acquisition. Using simple image processing techniques, 
the proposed technique can localize fiducials and character labels, providing updates without relying on video history. 
Character based fiducial labels can be recognized and used to determine correspondence between left and right images in 
a pair of stereo cameras, and frame to frame in a sequence of images during a procedure. Letters can be recognized with 
89% accuracy using the MATLAB built in optical character recognition function, and an average of 81% of points can be 
accurately labeled and localized. The stereo camera system can determine surface points with accuracy below 2mm when 
compared to optically tracked stylus points. These surface points are incorporated to a four-panel guidance display that 
includes preoperative supine MR, tracked ultrasound, and a model view of the breast and tumor with respect to optically 
tracked instrumentation.  

Keywords: breast cancer, lumpectomy, surgical guidance, registration, computer vision, breast conserving surgery, image 
guided surgery, optical character recognition 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In the United States, breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer in women and has the second highest rate of 
mortality1. For women worldwide, breast cancer has the highest incidence and highest morality2. Surgery is the standard 
of care for these patients.  Most breast cancer patients are faced with two surgical options: mastectomy or breast conserving 
therapy (BCT). Mastectomy involves removal of the breast tissue, areola, and skin. While BCT is the removal of the tumor 
and a margin of healthy tissue surrounding the tumor, with follow-up radiation treatment. Margins are considered negative 
if there are no tumor cells on the border of the excised mass. Given negative margins, BCT has been shown to have 
equivalent outcomes to mastectomy3, 4 with shorter surgical times, shorter post-operative hospital stays, and improved 
cosmetic outcomes, as the breast usually retains its original shape and symmetry with the contralateral breast5-9.  High 
reoperation rates set breast cancer apart from other common general surgeries with an observed versus expected morbidity 
(O/E) ratio nearly three times higher than that of other general surgeries 10. In the last six years, BCT reoperation rates 
have been reported from 8-27%11-15. These high rates of positive margins in breast cancer surgeries have been referred to 
as “the other breast cancer epidemic”16. 

Unfortunately, tumor position and extent can be very difficult to visualize intraoperatively. None of the standard 
preoperative imaging techniques - mammography, ultrasound, prone magnetic resonance (MR) – have the patient in 
surgical position. Tumor displacements between imaging position and surgical position are reported between 18 - 68 mm17-

21. Intraoperative ultrasound (US), which provides tumor extent, has been shown to reduce reoperation rates, but 50% of 
nonpalpable breast lesions are nonechogenic22. Furthermore, it can be difficult to visualize the exact orientation of the US 
imaging plane, especially for deeper tumors. Current state-of-the-art guidance techniques for breast conserving surgery 
(BCS) provide distance from a handheld wand to an implanted seed, but do not provide tumor orientation or extent23-25. 
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Image guidance solutions are moving towards the use of supine MR and optical tracking17, 26, 27. However, these systems 
do not allow for real time updates. Optically tracked fiducials can only provide surgical planning information, as they must 
be removed from the breast surface at the start of surgery. We have previously shown retrospectively that tracked fiducials 
in stereo camera images can provide surface points throughout a video27. However, for larger numbers of fiducials, 
correspondence becomes confounded. High frame rates are used to improve video tracking, and for high numbers of 
fiducials video processing lags behind real time. While use of a GPU, or more optimized algorithms could reduce 
processing time, an ideal solution would be independent of video framerate and maintain correspondence even for large 
numbers of fiducials.  

2. METHODS 
This work consists of two main components: (1) continual, automated intraoperative monitoring and (2) providing 
surgeons with tumor location, position and extent before and during BCS. We propose the use of stereo cameras to capture 
the breast surface in surgery, and we pair these stereo cameras with conventional instrument tracking. This intraoperative 
monitoring system can be combined with preoperative and intraoperative imaging as well as patient specific models to 
provide tumor location, position and extent before and during BCS. A four-panel display including MR data, ultrasound 
data, and a 3D patient specific breast model brings all of the available information into the same space to help the surgeon 
plan and perform BCS.  

Three different skin-tones were painted onto a deformable breast phantom (Breast Probe, SIMULAB Corporation, Seattle, 
WA). For each skin-tone, the phantom was deformed 4 times using the plungers shown in Figure 1. This resulted in a total 
of five deformation states: no deformation and deformations from plungers 1-4. Fiducials were marked as small red dots 
and labels were drawn as blue capital English letters (Figure 1). 

  

Figure 1: The breast phantom with blue letters and red fiducials; the plungers are indicated with yellow arrows. 

Our system uses the Polaris Vicra optical tracker (Northern Digital, Waterloo, ON, Canada) and two Grasshopper cameras 
(FLIR, formerly Point Grey Research, Richmond, BC, Canada). These two devices are coupled with a rigid bracket as 
previously presented in 27. For each deformation state, and for each phantom skin tone, stereo camera images were 
obtained. Fiducials and their labels were localized with simple thresholding and bounding boxes. These bounding boxes 
provided image patches. From these image patches, the fiducial location and the letter label were identified. This process 
is performed in the right and left stereo camera images, and the labels were used to guide correspondence to obtain a set 
of 3D surface points by triangulation. This process is outlined in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2: The process to generate three dimensional points from the left and right stereo camera images. Circled letters 
represent the steps at which results are reported. 

To evaluate the accuracy of our system, points obtained from/ the stereo camera images were registered with points 
manually collected with an optically tracked stylus. These points can then be integrated into a four-panel guidance 
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display to aid surgeons in visualizing tumor location. Our four-panel image guidance display was implemented using 
3D Slicer28.     

2.1 Defining Bounding Boxes 

Regions of interest were defined using the blue color component. The blue color component, or the blue percentage of 
each pixel, was computed with Equation 1.  

𝐵𝑙𝑢𝑒	𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟	𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 = ./01	23/01
415	23/01678119	23/016./01	23/01

	                                          (1) 

Blue pixels have high blue color components, while other colors have lower blue color components. This blue color 
component allows for easy thresholding of the blue letters, as shown in Figure 3. For example, white pixels are bright in 
the blue color channel but dark in the blue color component.  Case-specific parameters were manually designated including 
a blue color component threshold, a region of interest outlining the phantom, maximum and minimum bounding box sizes, 
and padding. The region of interest was used to mask the blue color component image, and the threshold was used to create 
a binary representation of the blue letter pixels from that masked image. The connected components in this binary image 
were boxed individually. Boxes that are too big, or too small are removed. This process provides a box around each letter. 
Parameters were set in the first (non-deformed) frame, and maintained for the remaining 4 images of each experiment.  

 
Figure 3: The three phantoms with blue letter labels and red fiducial dots (top row), with their corresponding blue color 
components (bottom row)   

2.2 Fiducial Localization and Labeling 

Red pixels display brightly in the red color channel. For each image patch, the brightest pixel in the red color channel is 
considered the fiducial center and is used as the fiducial’s 2D location. This method is fast and reliable. To determine the 
label for each fiducial, the MATLAB built-in optical character recognition (OCR) method was used. The region inside 
each bounding box is fed into the OCR function, specifying the limited character set (the alphabet of capital letters), and 
that the letters are “block” letters. The bounding boxes, with fiducials localized and letters labeled are shown in Figure 4.  
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Figure 4: Example output of fiducial and label detection. The blue color component is shown, with boxed connected 
components in yellow. The fiducial locations are indicated as cyan and magenta asterisks. Letter labels, as output from the 
letter recognition function, are shown above the image patch in magenta. Here, all labels are correct except for “N”, which is 
mislabeled as “M”.  

2.3 Generating Labeled 3D points 

A very straightforward approach was implemented to handle letter recognition errors. All incorrectly labeled 2D points 
are not used to triangulate 3D points. When the image patch is labeled as more than one letter or no letter (space), it is 
considered incorrect. When the incorrect label is a single letter, it can result in a conflict where multiple single-letter labels 
are identical. With this simplistic correspondence approach, any non-unique single letter label is discarded. For example, 
if there are two points labeled ‘N’ in the left image, both those points will not be used, and the point labeled ‘N’ in the 
right image will also remain unused; ‘N’ will not be included in the generated 3D point set. If letter correspondence is 
incorrect, the triangulated depth is generally quite noticeably an outlier. Therefore, if the triangulated 3D point is more 
than 3 standard deviations from the mean of the pointset, it is considered an error and discarded. While this approach may 
seem overly simple, it makes the output points reliable without the need for more complicated error checks.  

2.4 Validation 

To evaluate the capabilities of our stereo camera system, manual intervention was used to obtain all 26 alphabetical 
points for all deformation states, on all three phantom skin-tones. Instead of using the automated letter labeling method 
(OCR), points were manually labeled. For the few cases where there was no bounding box around a letter, the fiducial 
point was identified manually. This provided a set of 3D points from the stereo camera system. Fiducial locations were 
also collected manually with an optically tracked stylus (Northern Digital Inc, Waterloo, ON, Canada) and registered to 
the fiducial locations collected with the stereo camera system.	This registration defines a transformation matrix, T, 
consisting of a rotation and transformation to align the two sets of points: x, the stereo camera point set, and y, the 
optically tracked point set. T(x) represents the stereo camera points that have been transformed into the optically tracked 
instrumentation space. Fidelity is reported as fiducial registration error (FRE), a measure of overall landmark 
misalignment, and is shown below, with N representing the number of fiducials, which is 26 for all our trials29.   

𝐹𝑅𝐸 =	=>
?
∑ (𝑇(𝑥D) − 𝑦D)H?
DI>     (2) 

In these experiments, the optically tracked stylus points were considered the gold standard. To evaluate the accuracy of 
this gold standard, the same fiducial locations on the breast phantom were collected five times with no deformation 
between collections. Registration was performed with each pair of these validation point sets, and the FRE is reported. 

2.5 Four-Panel Display 

The points collected with the stereo camera pair inform a four panel display for intraoperative guidance (Figure 5). We 
propose the use of supine MR performed preoperatively with MR-visible fiducials. This supine MR can be used to generate 
a patient-specific 3D breast model. The positions of the MR visible fiducials can be marked on the skin with marker (such 
as the red dot fiducials in Figures 1 and 3), the MR-visible fiducials are removed, and a blue letter label is written beside 
each dot. During the surgical procedure, the preoperative MR can be registered to the intraoperative surface points 
collected with our system.  
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3. RESULTS 
This process successfully boxed 99% of letters. Using the reddest pixel to identify the fiducial location was found to be 
very reliable, as every fiducial that was boxed had a correct fiducial location. This effectiveness can be seen on the 
histograms in Figure 5A and 5B. Figure 5A shows the histogram of letters that were correctly and completely boxed. 
Occasionally extraneous boxes were identified, but these boxes were always eliminated at a later step without specific 
intervention. These extraneous boxes occurred around the edges of our phantoms, mostly near plungers that had entered 
the region of interest and were reflecting overhead light.  

Letters in the blue component image patches were successfully labeled with an average of 89% accuracy, and the accuracy 
distribution can be seen in Figure 5C. Examples of image patches that were incorrectly labeled are shown in Figure 6. An 
average of 81% of 3D fiducial points were correctly labeled and localized with the accuracy distribution shown in Figure 
6D. To be correctly labeled and localized, the label and red fiducial location must be correct in the left and right images. 
Incorrect labels lead to confounding correspondence, and were handled as described in section 2.3 to generate 3D points 
with 73% success rate, as shown in Figure 5E.   

The FRE between the stereo camera points and the points manually collected with the optically tracked stylus was 1.9±0.2 
mm. The FRE between the five validation point sets manually collected with the optically tracked stylus was 1.4±0.1 mm. 

Figure 7 displays a sample of the image guidance system with human data, gathered with IRB approval and patient consent. 
Using optically tracked tools, instruments can also be registered to and displayed in model space, as shown by the black 
stylus, and the orange transparent model of the tracked ultrasound plane.  

 
Figure 5: Accuracy at five steps in the process of identifying fiducial points on our phantoms. Circled letters correspond to 
the locations of circled letters in the steps shown in Figure 2. The top row (A-C) shows metrics all in 2D space, considering 
left and right frames individually, for a total of 30 frames (3 phantoms, 5 deformation states each, and a left and right image 
for each state). The y-axes for the top row are number of images. The bottom row (D and E) shows metrics all in 3D space, 
considering triangulated points, for a total of 15 point sets (3 phantoms, 5 deformation states each).  

  
Figure 6: Examples of blue color component image patches that were fed into the optical character recognition function and 
mislabeled. The output label is displayed in magenta. The fiducial location, as determined by the brightest pixel in the red 
color channel (not shown), is indicated with a cyan and magenta asterisk. 
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Figure 7: Image guidance system four-panel displays. (A) Display using tracked US probe: MR axial and sagittal slice views 
(left), live ultrasound feed (right bottom) and 3D rendering, with tumor segmentation in red, surface points, stylus in black, 
and model of the tracked ultrasound plane in transparent orange (right top). (B) Display using tracked stylus: MR axial, sagittal 
and coronal slice views each with cross-hair positioning of the tracked stylus (left top, left bottom, right bottom, respectively), 
and model of the breast, tumor, and tracked stylus with surface points and the distance from stylus to tumor (top right) 

4. DISCUSSION 
To the best of our knowledge, this work presents the novel use of lettered fiducials in a stereo camera system. Stereo 
cameras are out of the surgical field, and can measure the surgical position without the use of a seed or probe. Because the 
field is monitored with RGB cameras, fiducials can be drawn on to the skin with marker. Drawn fiducials are cheap, sterile, 
and do not interfere with surgical incisions.  

Character based fiducial labels allow detection to substitute for tracking, eliminating the need for object history. With each 
frame processed independently, frames need not be processed in order, or at high frame rates. This allows the system to 
provide intraoperative surface points at near real time speed, while continuously updating a guidance display with each set 
of collected points. Letters also provide intuitive features on a previously featureless surface. These letters serve as easy 
reference points between the patient on the table and the tumor and breast models on the screen.  

Letters also allow us to leverage existing work in Optical Character Recognition (OCR) – a large image processing field. 
The letters in these digital images can be isolated and recognized, applying this existing OCR knowledge to help localize 
fiducials. Letters are relatively easy to detect, and can be drawn large in size to improve detection while fiducial points 
can be drawn as small points nearby for accurate and precise fiducial location measurements. 

We also present a novel four panel display including tracked ultrasound, registered preoperative MR, and a patient specific 
3D breast model in a module written for 3D Slicer28. While standard directions treat the breast surface as a clock face to 
give angle and distance relative to the nipple, letters allow for the addition of more intuitive directions relative to more 
proximal concrete landmarks. The tracked stylus, displayed with respect to the patient specific breast and tumor models, 
can be used to help understand lesion, extent, position and depth with respect to the surface by means of the nearby letter 
landmarks.  
While paint was used for our experiments, we propose the use of indelible markers for use on human skin, similar to the 
markers that are currently used for surgical planning. For the use of this system during surgery, other colors may be more 
suitable than red, to reduce the impact of blood in the image. We expect this method to be similarly successful using other 
colored fiducials, particularly with the use of other color channels, and other color spaces. Future work may benefit from 
green fiducials in the green color channel, or the use of the hue saturation value color space.  

While these results show promise, we acknowledge there is much room for improvement. The two main sources of error 
are poor letter recognition and the compounding nature of errors in the left and right images. The nature of stereo cameras 
requires the cameras to have slightly different perspectives. In our system, the cameras are at an angle that provides great 
depth perception, but relatively large distortion in letters on steep surfaces, such as the sides of the breast phantom. This 
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large distortion contributes to many letter recognition errors. These recognition errors are to be expected, as the OCR 
method implemented in MATLAB is not optimized for letter recognition in grayscale image patches of handwritten letters. 
These errors could potentially be reduced using another method. Other methods for OCR have achieved high success 
ranging up to near human-levels of accuracy, even for handwritten text30, 31. Letter distortion also means that recognition 
errors are likely to only occur on one of the two images. Utilizing the left image to inform the right image labels, and vice 
versa could dramatically improve performance.  

Finally, the FRE reported here was affected by the deformable properties of the phantom. These experiments use a nonrigid 
breast phantom. The deformable properties of our phantom allow us to evaluate how our system is affected by motion and 
slight variations in letter configuration and lighting. However, the deformable nature of our phantom causes localization 
error when using the optically tracked stylus, as the stylus tip needs to be positioned touching the surface without deforming 
the surface. The registration error between our stylus collected validation point sets was 1.4±0.1 mm. This means that the 
majority of the error in our stereo camera evaluation, is actually from our validation method, and our cameras are capable 
of getting reasonably accurate points. Furthermore, conventional optical tracking is widely accepted and used in image 
guidance. The proposed method of intraoperative surface acquisition performs with comparable accuracy but with 
significantly reduced workflow interruption.  

5. CONCLUSION 

This stereo camera system can accurately localize surface points with 1.9±0.2 mm FRE when compared to points manually 
collected with an optically tracked stylus. On average, 23 of 26 letters correctly (89%) can be detected and labeled 
correctly. The system can correctly detect and label 21 three-dimensional points (81%). Using this simplistic approach to 
handling mislabeling, an average of 19 fiducials (73%) can be generated as labeled 3D points with a minimum of 12 
fiducials. While 12 fiducials is enough for a rigid registration, more fiducials would provide more information and better 
alignment between image and physical space. More exploration is necessary to investigate improved approaches and 
robustness to lighting variations and obstruction. While still in preliminary stages, this system has the potential to be the 
first continually updating image guidance system for breast cancer surgery.  
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